1969 honda trail 70

Honda engineers developed a pressed steel backbone frame for the CT70, it was both strong
and less expensive to make than a more traditional frame made from tubular steel. Honda was
already a world leader in designing simple motorcycle engines that were nearly indestructible,
and the CT70 engine was no exception â€” so long as it had oil in it, it was difficult to seriously
break. Both front and rear suspension was fitted, forks up front and twin shock absorbers in the
rear. The handlebars were designed to fold down so the bike could be transported in a normal
sized car trunk, and there are small handles on either side of the seat to aid in carrying. Front
and rear drum brakes were fitted, and there was a headlight for night riding, seating and
footpegs for two, and a high exit exhaust with heat shielding to avoid third degree thigh burns.
Both manual and semi-automatic transmissions were offered , however the semi-automatic
3-speed was by far the most common. Many did use the model on the road particularly for lower
speed urban transportation and one of its modern descendants followed in much the same way
â€” the Honda Grom. Over the course of the to production run of the CT70 Honda built a huge
variety of sub models, there were also new models with larger engines, however the early
classic CT70s have always remained the most popular with collectors and enthusiasts.
Silodrome was founded by Ben back in , in the years since the site has grown to become a
world leader in the alternative and vintage motoring sector, with millions of readers around the
world and many hundreds of thousands of followers on social media. This article and its
contents are protected by copyright, and may only be republished with a credit and link back to
Silodrome. Read More. The Evel Knievel Stunt Cycle was one of the most lusted after toys of the
s, it features a motorcycle with Evel Knievel aboard as well as a launching ramp, and the toy
hasâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch - March 9th Cars Classic Cars Japanese.
American Motorcycles. American Gadgets Gear Motorcycles. Clothing Gear Japanese Style. The
Honda Motorcycles CT70, a. Honda first offered a version of these 49cc cycles, the CZ, for
export in By the product had evolved to the Z50M which was the first Monkey bike marketed in
Japan. Unique features including detachable front fork, small wheels and fold down handle bars
allowed the compact motorcycle to be placed in a car trunk, mobile home, airplane, or boat. By
Honda produced the Z50A built without the detachable fork of the export model for the US
market. This T-bone frame, being long and stout, made the mini-bike resemble a Dachshund
dog. The original Monkey and Dax series of mini-bikes offered fold down handle bars, a
detachable front fork, and two fuel cut-offs. Honda continued to sell for general export and
Japan the DAX Hondas in both a type one street and type two dual-purpose set ups. The DAX
concept ultimately would expand to include 50cc and 89cc mini-bikes. With inch wheels and
BMX style handlebars the ST90 motorcycle did not sell well and was discontinued. The
motorcycle was used by hikers, ranchers, and even the US Forest Service. The motorcycle was
seen an alternative to a horse in many cases. The CT70 series was available in the US market
from the years and Notable changes included:. Replaced aluminum painted wheel rims, with a
white wheel rims, redesigned the front shocks, added larger headlight speedometer
configuration, and changed the way the seat mounted. The mid-west and other farm and ranch
areas of the US gave huge sales of the models to Honda Motorcycles. Kawasaki had a
competitive bike named the KV75 but it lacked the chrome, versatility, and quality of a Honda.
The Coyote was a direct competitor to the Honda Z50 and indirectly the CT70, but the mini-bike
never gained the popularity of the Honda. Dealers did give bills of sale or even official titles in
some states, but few owners kept track of these documents. However, since the cycles were
versatile, lasted year after year despite abuse, and were generally purchased for recreational
use, the Trail 70 kept a limited but loyal following for years to come. From the prospective of
Honda time did eventually catch-up to this little bike. Although the CT70 has been reported as
the second most popular bike second only to the CB Honda has ever released, several factors
ultimately would lead to a cease in production for the US market:. The rise of low cost high
powered BMX style 2-stroke cycles highlighted just how comparably low powered a 4. Dual
purpose bikes all over the US fell out of favor due to safety concerns centering on their elevated
seating configurations. Air quality standards would continue to plague the 4 stroke air-cooled
designs. The pending loss of patent protection by Honda meant a complete redesign would be
necessary for competitive reasons. Honda Motorcycles gave it one more shot by reintroducing
the CT70 in Skip to main content. Toggle navigation. Notable changes included: 1. Although the
CT70 has been reported as the second most popular bike second only to the CB Honda has ever
released, several factors ultimately would lead to a cease in production for the US market: 1. In ,
Honda had been building motorcycles for a little over 20 years, selling them in the U. S for only
Yet their model line was large and growing, as was their dealer network. With its small size,
folding handlebars and semi-automatic transmission, it was a huge hit and still is. Assuming
model development happened rapidly and there were components shared by many Honda
models, the CT70 Trail 70 came soon after the Z Like the Z50, it came in bright candy colors with

just the right amount of chrome. Unlike the Z50, some CT70s were made with typical 4-speed
manually shifted transmissions, though most of the , production from to were semi-automatics
like the Z These overhead cam engines were in a mild state of tune and pretty bullet proof as
long as they had oil in the crankcase. Most were pounded around yards by the family and the
neighbors for many years before being handed down. The average dad, mom or local dealer,
could keep them running. Honda and other Japanese makers are once again bringing us
interesting under-sized bikes, like the Honda Grom, Honda Monkey , the Kawasaki Z Pro and the
recent anniversary Honda Z They are more sophisticated, look and work better and cost about
10 to 15 times what the Z50 Mini-Trail cost in The National Motorcycle Museum is a c 3
non-profit corporation Donations may be tax deductable, please consult your local tax advisor.
Previous Next. Donate Now. Make Honda. Model CT. This is a beautifully restored Candy
Sapphire Blue 3 speed automatic. Runs great and looks even better. Bike has been restored, but
in tasteful fashion. There are many original parts that are in good shape that were left on this
restored bike. I will do my best to give a complete and thorough description. Please look at all
the pictures I have provided and ask any questions you might have before placing a bid. The
bike starts right up drives straight and shifts smoothly. The horn, high and low beam, brake
light, and speedo all work as intended. The chrome is in great shape for its age and is
exceptionally clean. The fenders and engine guard are the original chrome and were polished
back to their current state. Although the chrome is not perfect it shows very well. I did polish
the triple clamp, points cover and cam chain cover with Mothers polish to clean them up. The
seat cover is new and the seat pan had no cracks and only needed painting. The cables are all
original and in nice condition and function as intended. You will also receive 2 keys. Now a few
more detailsâ€¦â€¦the paint, decals and new tires and inner tubes were done at Trail-Buddy in
Zeeland, Michigan in December The paint is flawless and is the same as the original color. The
Nitto tires that have minimal sidewall cracking that came off the bike will be included in this
sale. There are many new parts that are original Honda OEM to make this look like the day it was
built. Every attempt was made to keep this bike just like it was when purchased new, just
freshened with paint, decals and fresh wiring harness. The speedometer is original and the only
thing replaced were a couple of burned out bulbs and a new seal between the unit and the
headlight bucket. A new Honda OEM wiring harness and ignition switch with two keys was
installed to repair the original wiring that was worn and a sticky ignition that only had one key.
The original loose bearings in the front fork were removed and replaced with a sealed set by
Trail-Buddy after it was painted. The original rear shock cover tubes were repainted along with
the chain guard. I liked the chrome chain cover and installed it, but the newly painted sapphire
blue chain guard will come with purchase. The handle bars and knobs are original, just a little
polish to bring out the luster. All new gas supply lines were installed and the carburetor rebuilt
including the fuel filter screen. A new OEM air filter canister with chrome covers were installed. I
installed an aftermarket billet kick stand, but I will also include the original kick stand. This bike
also comes with the very nice rear rack. The pictures detail the current condition of the bike.
The motor has a fresh tune-up including a new spark plug and spark plug wires. The oil was just
changed using Quaker State 10W Once you look at all the photos, feel free to ask any questions.
It is available for inspection prior to auction end. This bike has been owned by me for several
years. I bought it from a collector in Washington state with a bill of sale. It was a bike I always
wanted since I was a kid. I will provide the buyer with a bill of sale. Overall I think this bike will
make any collector proud. Happy Bidding! NOTE:The photo of the right side was taken prior to
the side decal being installed. The decal is present in other right side photos. In addition, the
engine number on this bike is CT70E It is a rare thing to ever see an actual number matching
bike, this one is unusual since the engine number is lower than the frame. The collector I
bought this from told me the original owner stated that engine had a problem and the dealer had
replaced the motor at no charge under warranty. It is still a motor on this early production
number bike check Honda I am trying to fully disclosure everything I know about this bike so
the winning bidder will have no surprises. I have pictures of the original Silver Tag that was on
the bike before it was painted. Unfortunately, the tag was destroyed in the paint stripping
process. An identical reproduction tag was installed, but again, it is not the original. Final
payment must be received within 7 days of end of auction. The bike will not be released until all
payments clear. I will give any reasonable assistance with the pickup of the motorcycle. Can
pickup in person. This ad was posted with the eBay Classifieds mobile app. I'm listing my Silver
Tag CT70 in un-restored condition. I bought this bike from the second owner because it was so
original and complete. I have decided to list it for sale now because I want to focus on other
projects and even if I do a complete restore on this bike I would not ride it because of it's rare
parts. I have almost started restoring this bike a few times but I have stopped because I think it
might fit into an un-restored original category. I'm listing it this way to let the next owner decide

how they would like it. This bike was sold new in January of in Tucson, AZ. I have the original
registration that was issued by Honda of Tucson. I purchased it from the second owner who
worked at Honda of Tucson and knew the people who bought it originally. He bought it from
them in and it has been stored ever since. I have replaced the fuel lines and rebuilt the
carburetor to get it running. Otherwise, I have not touched it but I thought it needed to be
running. This Silver Tag has all of the unique silver tag features I'm aware of. Correct speedo
with unique high beam inidcator, exhaust with blunt end, front fender with the lip on it, bolt-on
tool kit under seat, unique 2 part horn, tail light wire routing, plastic brake levers, screws for the
chain guard, and all fasteners with the number 8 on them. There are more unique items like the
straight bracket for the rear brake plate etc. I have seen a list of all these differences but if you
know about these bikes you probably know about all these early build date items too. I know
this bike left the factory with all these parts and they are all in tact. The exhaust is complete and
does not have any pinholes. I got it running a few weeks ago and I was very surprised to find all
the lights working. So, everything works and it rides very well. I put about 4 miles on itâ€¦brake
lights work, high and low beam, instrument backlight, all of it! Very cool for how long it sat. The
engine does not smoke and it runs nice and quiet. It was awesome to go for a spin on it and
even the tires were not completely awful even though they are pretty stiff from all this time in
Arizona. Please be aware of one issue:In order to ride the bike it has a problem under the clutch
cover that needs to be addressed. It makes noise when leaned to one side in neutral. Once in
gear the noise is gone and you can ride it. I have chatted with a few engine experts who believe
this to be the kick-start gear spring failing and allowing it to make contact after starting while
the engine is in neutral. I can't promise this is the problem, it could require clutch friction plates
or other parts. There is no way to know for sure unless you pull the clutch cover. I'm confident
this would not be more than a couple hundred dollars in parts but I have not done it because I
did not want to put tool marks on the screws holding the cover on. This won't matter for a
display bike but it would need to be fixed if you want to ride it. A few of the pictures I'm showing
here are without the carburetor and air-cleaner on the bike. I took those when I pulled the gas
tank to replace the fuel lines and rebuilt the carburetor. The bike is all back together. Please let
me know if you have any questions. I will work with the buyer on coordinating shipping. Thanks
for looking. I was born in This bike belonged to an older neighbor couple that only put 60miles
on it after buying it new. Still runs great, needs a headlight, the left side case over chain has a
little piece chunked out. Tires are in great conditions. Pictures are with it unwashed and straight
out of the garage. This not only runs, but needs little to restore the back to mint. Folks, there
isn't many of these toys out there still running with decals and chrome to boot. Bike runs and
shifts as it should, ride or show. Have original carburetor and fendersALL reasonable offers
considered. This is my Honda CT70 in original unrestored, unmolested condition. It starts and
runs like new. Only miles from new. This bike was manufactured in November of VIN CT and has
several of the early production ear marks, including: the bolt on tool kit holder the black backed
horn held together by screws rather than press assembled taillight wire goes through hole in
frame The paint and chrome are in good overall original condition see photos KO 3 speed
automatic transmission Original Candy Sapphire Blue Original Black California License Plate
Original Pink Slip issued in April of in hand. This bike is of the rarest of the CT70s because they
were the "EXPORT" model which means it came with blinkers, a center stand, a detachable front
end, street tires, a 3 speed transmission with an automatic clutch. This model has a shift pattern
of up to first gear then down to neutral not past like modern bike and then press again down to
2nd and 3rd gears. The speedometer has been restored and set at back to zero during
restoration. The bike now only has 1 or 2 miles of test riding on it. This bike has a clean
California title in my name. No expense was spared as you can see. This bike starts on the first
kick, runs and shifts great. This bike looks fabulous and is definitely a crowd pleaser! NOT from
China. There are no junk parts from China on this bike. The Frame: the frame has been sand
blasted and powder coated the Candy Sapphire Blue. All original Honda 8 insignia bolts were
cleaned and silver zinc plated just like new, these bolts are no longer available as they are made
different now. Engine: Built by motorcycle mechanic with 20 plus years of experience building
and restoring Honda mini trail 50 and trail 70s motors. The Head was disassembled and bead
blasted replaced both valves with new valves, new valve seats were cut and lapped for perfect
seal, replaced the cam chain and cam chain rollers, polished the cam cover and polished the
valve covers, cylinder was bored and honed to. This bike is over the top with great attention to
detail! Buy with confidence you won't be disappointed. Everything works as it should. It starts
right up on the first kick. It runs and shifts great. Please look at photos closely and you be the
judge. I will expedite it as fast as possible. Call me or text me your address and I will try to get
you a good price. I have someone I have used. I can do this as quick as possible. Inquire within
before bidding. You will be responsible for all cost. The remainder to be paid upon pick up. If

you wish to pay the total with PayPal then you have to pay an additional 4. Bike will be released
when check has cleared. Honda CT70 I have a matching set of sequential numbered Honda
trails 70s that have been stored in my grandfathers garage since he bought them in One has
miles, the other has miles both original. These baby's have the original tool sets with them,
owners manuals, axes with shovels in the original canvases, as well as fold down handle bars
and baskets. One has a tow package as well. Both bikes are pristine!! Nothing has been broken
or replaced on them, this is a once in a lifetime find! Both bikes kick over and start on the first
or second kick every time : they run as well as when they were bought. If your a collector, you
have to check these machines out! Not a crack or tear in the original seats either, and all the
buttons are perfect. It has fresh motor oil and a new spark plug. I will only sell to the lower 48
US states, no international bidders. I reserve the right to cancel bids at any time to buyers who
do not meet the bidding requirements. If you are having the motorcycle shipped you must send
the full payment before it is shipped out, I will not release the bike to the shipping carriers until
full payment is received. I live in Missoula, MT Bike must be picked up within 2 weeks of sale
ending. I will assist when needed but will not deliver nor pay any fee to have the bike shipped.
Shipping to the lower 48 US states only, no international shipping. The motorcycle must be
picked up by the shipping carriers within 2 weeks of the sale ending. Feel free to ask any
questions you may have. Some of them were running when parked. Three of them have titles,
the rest will be bill of sale items. Loads of additional parts included. Selling the entire collection,
parts will not be picked out. Several NOS parts as well. Everything pictured is included plus a
little bit more. We will assist in shipping these items. Please email for a quote. Approximently 50
miles since restoration. This is a restored bike that has survived 47 years and is now near
perfect condition. It has been repainted in the beautiful Candy Ruby red color that was only
available on the 3 speed model. This Silver Tag KO model is sought after by both collectors and
fans a like. It still has some of the early features only indicative to the Silver Tag bike. Black
backed horn, speedometer , frame with wiring hole in rear, black plastic levers and one piece
points cover. New decals and side badges along with the chrome strip on the frame were then
added. Seat hinge and tank cover were painted gloss black. Battery box, many of the 8 bolts and
all bare metal parts were re-zinced. New CHP replica seat, carb, rear shocks, handle bars ,
cables, black levers, engine cradle, rear brake pedal and hardware. New OEM fenders, grips and
throttle assembly and taillight lens. New front fork extensions, fork guides, boots and slides.
Foot peg and kick stand assembly were painted in semi gloss black and new springs, bearings
and pivot pins were added. The engine was completely disassembled, cleaned and all parts
checked and warn parts replaced. New jug, piston, rings, new aftermarket head and kick shaft.
Complete new exhaust, chain, wire harness, ignition that has two keys, battery and foot brake
switch. Headlight high beam and speedo lights all work as intended. I believe this bike will make
any collector or enthusiast proud. This bike though near perfect does have minor flaws here
and their. Please inspect all the pictures and ask any questions you may have before bidding.
Final payment: May be paid via Paypal if the buyer pays the Paypal fees. Will also take cash in
person, cashiers check from major US bank or wire transfer from major US bank. The bike will
only be released once all funds have cleared. Shipping: The bike will only be sold to a buyer in
the continental 48 US states. It is the buyers responsibility to arrange and pay all fees
associated with shipping. I will assist in whatever reasonable way I can with your shipper. But
must go now to someone that can enjoy it. As far as I know bike is all original, person before me
polished a few things on it. Bike has one plastic lever other one is metal. Serial number is very
low as you can see looks like bike made. Bike fell before I got it as you can see the front fender
has a little dent plus the ear holding the light. Original seat I was told those are Ran before I put
it away and it will run before It goes to new owner. Just took pictures today of it. I have 5 of
these bikes and everyone is unique. I have a matching pair one 4 speed and 1 3 speed all
chromed out very nice, four speed was in my shop and has some water dripping on it stained
the chrome wheels and muffler. The 4 speed has a 88 kit on it thing runs great very fast. All have
titles. For sale locally can end eBay at anytime. As far as I know bike is all original, person
before me polished a few things on it that shouldn't have. For sale locally can end ebay at
anytime. Any questions ask. Rocky Ford, CO. Huntington Beach, CA. Winter Springs, FL.
Easton, PA. Greenwood, IN. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Ct Category - Engine 70cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 70 Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine 72 Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This Honda CT70
Trail K0 is finished in red with a black stripe and a black vinyl seat and is powered by a 72cc
four-stroke single paired with a three-speed semi-automatic transmission. The bike is equipped
with folding handlebars, lights, a horn, and an upswept chrome exhaust. This first-year Trail 70

is now offered at no reserve with a clean Arizona title. The pressed-steel frame is finished in
Candy Ruby Red with a black backbone stripe and a color-keyed chain guard, front fork uppers,
and rear shock shrouds. Other features include chrome fenders, an upswept chrome exhaust
with a slotted heat shield, and a black vinyl seat. Suspension is handled by a telescopic fork
with black accordion boots up front and a swing arm with coil-over shocks at the rear. Braking
is provided by drums at both ends. The left front fork upper displays scrapes, the boot on that
side is noted to have a loose top fitting, and the swing arm is blemished on both sides. The mph
Nippon Seiki speedometer is integrated atop the headlight bucket and displays shift points for
all three gears, as well as a five-digit odometer indicating just over 2, miles. A pair of turn-lock
knobs permits the curved chrome-tube handlebars to drop and stow for transport or storage,
and the ends of the left handgrip and the rubber-coated brake-lever end ball show scrapes. The
horizontal 72cc OHC single is suspended beneath the frame and protected by chrome down
tubes descending to a skid plate beneath and a slotted chrome spark-plug guard on the right.
The front-hinged seat flips forward to access the 0. Power is transferred through a three-speed
semi-automatic transmission with N shifting and a chain final drive on the left. The bike is
equipped with folding foot pegs and a side stand. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been
posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen.
Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the
seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released.
When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If
you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our a
1997 plymouth breeze repair manual
whirlpool dryer schematic wiring diagram
mikuni hsr42 parts diagram
uctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? This Honda
Motorcycles got away, but there are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate
April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T.
Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 28, at AM
PT.

